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Name Divison Bank and Insurance - Austrian Federal Economic Chamber  Country Austria 

 

COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT ECB SSM FRAMEWORK REGULATION  

Issue Article Comment  Concise statement why your comment should be taken on board 

Right of Defence 34 Amendment The rights of defence of the affected party must be maintained in its entirety at every single stage of 
the supervisory procedure (right to be heard and access to files). First and foremost these procedural 
safeguards need to be guaranteed in the case of procedures concerning imposition of sanctions and 
with regard to the dismissal of general managers.  

Contrary to Article 34, which refers to Article 24 (8) SSM Regulation, in the event of a request for 
review of a supervisory decision of the EBC by the Administrative Board of Review the application 
of the supervisory decision should be suspended on the addressee's request. 

Article 24 (8) SSM Regulation, according to which the Governing Council, on a proposal by the 
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Administrative Board of Review, may, if it considers that circumstances so require, suspend the 
application of the contested decision, does not fulfil the necessary legal safeguard standards. 

Furthermore it should be procedurally provided, that decisions of the Administrative Board of Review 
can be reviewed and suspended by the European Court of Justice in order to ensure a consistently 
high supervisory standard. 

 

Right to be heard 31 Amendment According to Article 31 (3) (1) the affected party shall, in principle, be given the opportunity to 
provide its comments in writing within a time limit of two weeks following receipt of a statement 
mentioning the facts and objections on which the ECB intends to base the adoption of the ECB 
supervisory decision. 

We take the view that the proposed time limit of two weeks following receipt of a statement is too 
short in order to comment the facts and objections on which the ECB intends to base the adoption of 
the ECB supervisory decision. We consider a time limit of four weeks necessary and appropriate. 

Right to be heard 31 Amendment According to Article 31 (3) (3) the ECB shall be empowered to shorten the time limit to three 
working days in particular circumstances. The wording “particular circumstances” is not transparent 
enough and should be defined more precisely at all events. 

Access to records 32 Amendment Moreover, the definition of confidential information in Art. 32 (3) is too broad; the exclusion of all 
correspondence between the ECB and a NCA as confidential is not acceptable. 

Assessment of the 
suitability of members 
of the management 
bodies of significant 

93 Clarification According to Article 93, the respective national supervisor shall be obliged to notify the ECB of any 
change in the assessment of its members' suitability. We would favour applying this provision 
exclusively to the management body at the highest consolidated level just as proposed by the ECB 
representatives at the hearing on 19 February 2014. Thus, we would presume that the other levels 
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supervised entities  remain within the remit of the national competent authority. 

Language regime 
between the ECB and 
legal or natural 
persons, including 
supervised entities  

24 Clarification With respect to the language regime, we take it that, for instance, where the ECB and the group of 
credit institutions sign a written agreement on the use of English for communications, the national 
language may still be used at secondary level, i.e. between the subordinate institutions and the ECB. 

Moreover, we support the proposed possibility that any document sent to the ECB by a supervised 
credit institution can be drafted in any one of the official languages of the European Union, at the 
discretion of the supervised credit institution (Article 24 [1]). We also endorse that ECB supervisory 
decisions addressed to one or more supervised entities or supervised groups be adopted by the ECB in 
English and the official language of the Member State in which each the addressee has its head office 
or is domiciled (Article 24 [1]). 

We would like to stress that this settlement certainly also needs to apply to significant supervised 
credit institutions even though Article 24 (2) (2) states that the ECB shall seek an explicit agreement 
on the use of the English language with significant supervised entities. Besides, we endorse the 
provision that participants in an oral hearing may request to be heard in a European Union official 
language other than the language of the ECB supervisory procedure (Article [2][4]). 

Proportionality        Clarification Section 2.3 of the explanatory comments expressly points out that the provisions of the Framework 
Regulation are based on the principle of proportionality. We would therefore ask you to maintain a 
sense of proportionality when interpreting the provisions of the Framework Regulation, particularly 
when it comes to risk assessments for what are called "less significant banks". 

The principle of proportionality must be explicitly taken into account in the entire scope of the SSM 
Framework Regulation: 
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• there must be a legitimate aim for every single measure 

• the measure must be suitable to achieve the aim (potentially with a requirement of evidence          
to demonstrate that it will have that effect) 

• the measure must be necessary to achieve the aim, there is no less onerous way of doing it 

• the measure must be reasonable in view of the competing interests of different groups at hand 

Risk assessment for 
less significant banks 

97 Clarification It would be desirable for the ECB to set out in clear terms what criteria as well as what procedure and 
methodology it will use to assess the risk of less significant banks (see Article 97 [1]). The criteria by 
which less significant banks are to be assessed are unclear. The effort involved should definitely be 
reasonable, as the ECB will hardly be able to assess each of the 6,000 banks in the eurozone 
individually. We would urge you to ensure legal certainty for less significant banks in matters 
concerning the implementation of the envisaged risk assessments. 

Notification by NCAs 
to the ECB of material 
draft supervisory 
decisions 

98 Amendment On account of the criteria mentioned in Article 97 (1), the outcome of the risk assessment could 
occasion procedural delays and complicate the supervisory procedure. Article 98 (2) provides that 
certain draft supervisory decisions be sent to the ECB before they are issued (apparently for high-risk 
banks). Substantial procedural delays are certain (due to the time needed for translation, but also 
because, according to Article 98 [4], the ECB is not expected to express its view within a specific 
time period but within a "reasonable time period". The national competent authority may then be 
obliged to revise its draft, a process, which again may be rather time-consuming.) We would therefore 
suggest giving the ECB a time period of no more than 14 days to express its opinion. 

Even if the provision that requires presentation of draft supervisory decisions to the ECB before they 
are issued is retained, it will certainly be necessary to clarify what is meant by "decisions [that] have a 
significant impact on the less significant supervised entity" as set forth in Art 97 (2) (b) und 98 (2) 
(b). In its current form, this designation is unclear and certainly needs clarification, otherwise the 
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national authorities will constantly send their draft to the ECB whenever there is any doubt. 

Reporting for less 
significant banks 

      Clarification So-called “less significant” banks (with total assets worth less than EUR 30 billion) should not be 
subjected to notification obligations beyond those under CRR/CRD IV.  

Joint Supervisory 
Team coordinator and 
sub-coordinators  

6 Clarification Having regard to Article 2 (9), does this mean one NCA sub-coordinator for NCA and one for NCB, 
or only one sub-coordinator for NCA and NCB together? 

Freedom to provide 
services / Right of 
establishment of credit 
institutions within the 
SSM 

11 Amendment Re Articles 11 (1) and 12 (1): Notification procedures for internal passports differ for the 
establishment of a branch (NCA of participating MS) and provision of services (ECB), adding a layer 
of unnecessary complexity. 

Beginning of direct 
supervision by the 
ECB  

45 Amendment Re Article 45 (2) in conjunction with Article 147: There is a contradiction between these two articles 
re notification of ECB supervisory decision to supervised entities belonging to a supervised group - 
acc. to Article 45 (2), the decision will be addressed to each supervised entity whereas acc. to Article 
147, the decision will be addressed to the supervised entity at the highest consolidation level. 

Publication of list of 
groups supervised by 
the ECB 

49 Clarification Are we right in understanding that the list published according to para. 1, in the case of supervised 
groups directly supervised by ECB, will contain only the name of the group (and not the names of 
each supervised entity belonging to the supervised group)? If so, this would lead to supervised entities 
(having names potentially differing from the group's name) mentioned neither in the list acc. to 
Article 49 (1) nor (2). 

Procedural rules 
applicable to periodic 

129 Amendment In para. 3, last sentence, we request replacement of "may be combined" with "shall be combined". 
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penalty payments 

Ad-hoc request for 
information under 
Article 110 of the SSM 
Regulation  

139 Amendment In para. 1, last sentence, we suggest replacing "the time limit" with "an appropriate time limit". 

Request for 
information at 
recurring intervals 
under Article 110 of 
the SSM Regulation 

141 Amendment This article should clearly state which information can be demanded by ECB, in which form and 
within which time period and be restricted to information not being reported to NCAs. 

Procedure and 
notification of an on-
site inspection  

145 Amendment The notification time (at least 5 working days) may be too short to prepare for on site inspection. 

Translation remark 11 Amendment  Re Article 11 (5) German version: In the last sentence, it should read "NCA of the participating MS" 
(instead of ECB of the participating MS).    

Translation remark 38 Amendment Re Article 38 German version only: para. 1 should read "nehmen......in Empfang". 

Translation remark 46 Amendment Re Article 46 German version: para. 2 should read "die betroffenen beaufsichtigten Unternehmen". 

Translation remark 49 Amendment Re headline on page 49 of German version: It should read "Titel 3" (instead of Teil III). 

Translation remark  115 Amendment Re Article 115 German version: para. 3, last sentence, should read: "Die NCA (not: NDA) in enger 
Zusammenarbeit....". 
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            Choose one option       

            Choose one option       

            Choose one option       

            Choose one option       

            Choose one option       

            Choose one option       

            Choose one option       

            Choose one option       

            Choose one option       

            Choose one option       

            Choose one option       

            Choose one option       

 


